ROBOTICS

Sumo Lego
DESCRIPTION
It is a competition in which two robots built solely with Lego Mindstorm (NXT, EV3, Spike o 51515)
materials, known as sumo-bots, try to push each other out of an arena using sensors, intelligent
programming and innovative design, by a maximum of 20 cm by side size and a maximum
weight of 2 kg. The arena for the contest is a circle 77 cm in diameter and the time given for each
round is 3 minutes.

The starting positions of the robots in each round will be:

ROBOTICS
ROBOT
1. Robots can use only one working controller (NXT, EV3, Spike o 15151).
2. Robots can use only Lego pieces (NXT, EV3, Spike o 15151).
3. There is no limit for the use of Motors and Sensors.
4. The communication with Bluetooth oy Wi-Fi Will need to be disable all the time, the upload of
programs will need to be via USB.
5. The robot Will need to have 5 seconds countdown after the activation, then the robot can start
their movements.
6. The robot can unfold pieces when they start movements
7. Dimensions
Category
Dimensions
Height
Weight
SUMOLEGO
20cms per side
Np restriction
2 kgs
DOHYO
The Dohyo is a black 77cms. circle, with a 2.5cms white border

CHANGES
The participant will need to bring all the materials (pieces, tools, laptop, etc.) to the competition area, during
the contest, they will be able to make some hardware and programming adjust when the jury give time for
that.
Communication between participant and coach is prohibited during competition times
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Lego Line Follower
DESCRIPTION
It’s a competition where the participant builds their own robot with only Lego Mindstorm (NXT, EV3,
Spike o 51515) materials, there is no regulation for the size of the robot. The robot must be coded to
detect and follow a black line as fast as possible.

COMPETITION AREA
El competition area is a track where the line follower robot Will recognize and follow as fast as
possible
The Surface is white and the line is black (2cms width with a tolerance of 5%)
∙ Track dimension: variable
∙ Line color: Black
∙ Line width: 2 cm (20 mm) +- 5%
∙ Track back color: White
∙ Track material: Banner, Trovicel, Wood, etc.)
PATH
The robot that gets out of the trajectory must return to it no more than 20cm from the point where
it got lost, or in any previous place (for example, a point already traveled). The robot will not be able
to take shortcuts.
ROBOT SPECIFICATIONS.
Los robots Will need to be autonomous, no wired or wireless connections
la pista, el ganador será el que logre quedar más cerca de la meta.
∙ Durante el tiempo de participación está prohibido cambiar la programación del robot.
∙ El ganador será designado por la mesa de jurados tomando en cuenta: tiempo de llegada, y el
menor número de faltas en dicho orden de jerarquía.
CHANGES
The participant will need to bring all the materials (pieces, tools, laptop, etc.) to the competition area, during
the contest, they will be able to make some hardware and programming adjust when the jury give time for
that.
Communication between participant and coach is prohibited during competition times
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Line Follower
DESCRIPTION
It’s a competition where the participant builds their own robot with any kind of pieces, material,
electronics, etc., there is no regulation for the size of the robot. The robot must be coded to detect
and follow a black line as fast as possible.

COMPETITION AREA
El competition area is a track where the line follower robot Will recognize and follow as fast as
possible
The Surface is white and the line is black (2cms width with a tolerance of 5%)
∙ Track dimension: variable
∙ Line color: Black
∙ Line width: 2 cm (20 mm) +- 5%
∙ Track back color: White
∙ Track material: Banner, Trovicel, Wood, etc.)
PATH
The robot that gets out of the trajectory must return to it no more than 20cm from the point where
it got lost, or in any previous place (for example, a point already traveled). The robot will not be able
to take shortcuts.
ROBOT SPECIFICATIONS.
Los robots Will need to be autonomous, no wired or wireless connections
la pista, el ganador será el que logre quedar más cerca de la meta.
∙ Durante el tiempo de participación está prohibido cambiar la programación del robot.
∙ El ganador será designado por la mesa de jurados tomando en cuenta: tiempo de llegada, y el
menor número de faltas en dicho orden de jerarquía.
CHANGES
The participant will need to bring all the materials (pieces, tools, laptop, etc.) to the competition area, during
the contest, they will be able to make some hardware and programming adjust when the jury give time for
that.
Communication between participant and coach is prohibited during competition times

ROBOTICS

Maze
DESCRIPTION
A robot is designed to solve a maze, finding a path without any assistance or help. As a type of
autonomous robot, it has to decode the path on its own to solve the maze with success. Any
participant-built robot is accepted, the width of the path is at least 20 cm, through 15 cm tall white
walls

COMPETITION AREAD
The competition area is a place with a least 90cms per side, 10cms height, and the width of the ways
will be at least 20cms.
Example (the walls and floor can be from any color)

CHALLENGE
The robot will start at “start” position and will need to get to the “end position” in the shortest time
possible
Each robot will have 3 opportunities, their best time will be the one to consider
In case the robot starts to go in the opposite direction or similar action, the captain will have 2
opportunities to take the robot and place it in the nearest previous restart zone (marked on track)
CHANGES
The participant will need to bring all the materials (pieces, tools, laptop, etc.) to the competition area, during
the contest, they will be able to make some hardware and programming adjust when the jury give time for
that.
Communication between participant and coach is prohibited during competition times

ROBOTICS
Award for Robotics

*Awards can change depending the number of robots in each category

